
 

 

VOICE 
 
Free writing 
Write for 10 minutes as fast as you can without stopping. Write so fast your inner 
critic can’t torpedo you. Do this every day for a week. Then, put these writings 
away. After a week, take them out again, and highlight phrases that sing to you, 
that somehow stand out from the others. You’re mining for diamonds. They may be 
rough, but you are learning to recognize them. 
 
Take one of these gems, and do more free writing, starting with that highlighted 
phrase. In effect, you are polishing. Try it all week, and when the week is over, 
again let this writing settle. When enough time has passed that you can look at it 
afresh, take out your highlighter, and have at it. 
 
Then, take all your highlighted phrases and sentences and weave them together. 
What you have created should be strong, and it should sing. Maybe you have a 
poem. Maybe you have a story, or the start of one. Maybe you have a fascinating 
collection of fragments. Whatever you have, it is your voice, the artist within you. 
 
Discover voice 
Choose a few chapters from a book you admire, and type them out on your 
computer word for word. This gives you a sense of how another author constructs 
her sentences, paragraphs, and dialog, and how she moves her characters through 
time and space. You pay close attention to every word and every punctuation mark. 
 
Journaling 
You may find you need to warm up your voice, just as a singer warms up before a 
performance. Keep it loose, keep it easy, but get in the daily habit. If you prefer, 
write a poem—I’m partial to haiku. 
 
Record yourself 
You don’t sound stilted when you talk to your friends, but you do on paper. Try 
recording a scene instead of writing it, and let your cell phone do the typing. What’s 
different? Harness that energy. 
 
Improvise 
Have you ever listened to someone give a speech, and at first, she’s reading from 
her notes, but later, she gets in the groove and starts improvising? You want your 
writing to be that free. Take an acting improv class; try writing something new and 
different. Take a risk. What’s the worst that can happen?  You have to push the 
DELETE key? Exactly. 
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